A paradigm shift in drug development for treatment of rare multidrug-resistant gram-negative pathogens.
Multidrug-resistant (MDR) gram-negative pathogens pose a major threat to patients worldwide. Although the organisms remain relatively uncommon overall, their incidence is steadily increasing with associated increases in mortality and pharmacoeconomic impact. As evidenced by the dearth of new products in the pipeline or in clinical use, the conventional paradigm for the development of drugs against such pathogens is generally ineffectual. We advocate the need for a shift in the current paradigm and propose innovative development programs that involve implementation of a graduated approval process. The initial phase of the proposed regulatory paradigm includes early approval of a new drug based on a robust nonrandomized study, buttressed by data from concurrent controls and a pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic package generated from nonclinical studies. The postapproval commitment phase will include a randomized controlled trial, when disease prevalence permits, as well as continued assessment of risks and benefits under "real world" settings.